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An outstanding leader, educator, adventurer, mentor, father,
husband and friend – such were some of the descriptions of
The Armidale School’s 13th Headmaster Mr Murray Guest,
who was tragically killed in a car accident on 29 October
2019,
aged 59.
Just over a week later on 8 November more than 2800
students, staff, parents, Old Armidalians, colleagues from
the world of education and friends from across Australia and
overseas came together to pay their respects at a Memorial
Service, filling the TAS gym, the Hoskins auditorium, Memorial
Hall and an outside area near Abbott House. Around 400
others around the world viewed a live-stream of the service
on YouTube, the recording of which has been further viewed
more than 3800 times (https://youtu.be/F9nC16hrL7o).
The size of the event was a testament to the mark of the man
and the way it came together so magnificently was a tribute
to the extraordinary TAS community, led by the P&F with
support from many others.
The pages of Binghi could be filled with testimonials to a
remarkable man who led TAS for 21 years and guided it
through historic change. However knowing that Murray
always preferred to keep the focus on others, this edition
of Binghi includes a single tribute compiled from various
eulogies and obituaries, and otherwise will be ‘business as
usual’. As TAS salutes a great Headmaster, we continue to
offer our thoughts and prayers for his wife Joanne, Annelise
and Harry and thank them for sharing Murray with us all.
Tim Hughes
Editor

MURRAY LEIGH GUEST
18 DECEMBER 1959 – 29 OCTOBER 2019
HEADMASTER, THE ARMIDALE SCHOOL 1998 -2019

To the youngest students of The Armidale
School he was the man who attended Junior
School Assembly accompanied by a small
brown teddy bear wearing a TAS tie, starting
a double act with: “Well boys and girls, TAS
Bear and I have been chatting over teddy bear
biscuits and tea”.
For those in more senior years, it may have
been encouraging a student to step out
of their comfort zone, offering praise and
commendation for individual success, or
quietly supporting group achievement,

whether that be on the sideline or in the
audience.
Murray Leigh Guest was born in Sydney in
1959 and attended Sydney Grammar School,
initially at St Ives Prep and later at College
St. From 1978-81 he attended the University
of Sydney, graduating with a BA majoring
in Economics and a Diploma of Education.
The following year he gained a very different
type of education cycling around Australia,
including a month-long stint as a roller driver
on a road gang in the Kimberley.

His first teaching post was at Cranbrook in
1983, remaining there until 1987, followed by
two years overseas at Berkhamsted School
in Berkshire, England. He returned to a job at
St Clare’s School Waverley, his application for
which had been composed in a café in France,
written on a spiral pocket notepad, in red pen.
From there Murray crossed the harbour
to Shore, where he spent a year teaching
Economics and Commerce and helping the
Headmaster Bob Grant coach the 15C XV.

When the team had its photo taken on a
sunny day for the school magazine, Murray,
true to form shying away from the limelight,
positioned himself a little apart from the
players, only to be cropped out of the photo
that appeared. However his looming presence
remained, earning him the nickname ‘The
Shadow’. Perhaps unwittingly he was also
shadowing Bob Grant in the skills of school
leadership, years later sitting alongside him at
the table of GPS Headmasters.
A second, two year stint at Cranbrook was
then followed by Murray’s move to Timbertop,
the outdoor education campus of Geelong
Grammar in the foothills of the Victorian Alps.
Colleagues from his early years in teaching
recall his enthusiasm for adventure and
fondness of the practical joke, usually along
the lines of that great Australian tradition
known as ‘the stitch up’.
As the Head of campus at Timbertop he
was ultimately responsible for the finances,
facilities, formal curriculum and outdoor
education for Year 9 students. During his
time he oversaw the building of new kitchen
and dining facilities and a purpose-built
ag-department for what is a working farm.
Timbertop greatly benefitted from the
strategic guidance he gave the place, the
teamwork he engendered in staff and the
tone and culture he set for students. And
when he could, he always took up the chance
to get into the great outdoors himself.
Murray Guest may have had youthful vigour
on his side, but it was his brilliant mind, his
understanding of a regional boarding school
and vision for educating the whole person
that impressed The Armidale School Council’s
selection panel, which in early 1998 chose
him to be the thirteenth Headmaster, one
of his first accomplishments being to turn
around the fortunes of the school. Truly a
marathon runner, he could not have known
at the time that he would spend 21 years and
three months in the role, just six months shy
of becoming the longest-serving Headmaster
of TAS and being the most senior GPS
Headmaster at the time of his death.
Murray’s leadership style was inclusive,
collaborative and empowering. He created
a team environment in which staff were
encouraged to come up with initiatives and
ideas for the benefit of the students and once

he was convinced of the merits (including,
no doubt, an economist’s cost/benefit
analysis), allowed them to fly with the ideas,
taking none of the credit for himself. He was
ambitious; not for himself but for the School,
its staff and most particularly for the personal
growth of the students in his care.
His personal education philosophy with its
focus on adventure, challenge and service
mirrored that of the global Round Square
organisation, to which TAS had become
admitted as a full member the year before
Murray’s arrival.
His strategic planning and management skills
saw him, with the former School Council and
the with the support of the Anglican Diocese
of Armidale, reform the School’s governance
model into a company membership structure
that provides the School and its four key
stakeholders (the Diocese, Old Armidalians’
Union, TAS Foundation and P&F) with a stable
governance environment that continues to
underpin the success of the School.
Under him, enrolments grew to be the
highest ever, and that was before his most
visible legacy, being the introduction of full
co-education in 2016. Murray’s research
behind the decision (developed during his
2014 sabbatical) became compulsory reading
for those schools who would eventually follow
suit; the courage of his convictions, and those
of the Board, has not just secured the School’s
future but allowed opportunities for girls to
have the same educational opportunities as
boys and families, particularly boarders, to be
educated together.
However just as his vision and drive was
to move the School forward, so too, had
he committed to acknowledging painful
chapters in the School’s past. Working
alongside the Board in joining the National
Redress Scheme and the creation of the
Reflection Space, and privately working with
victims of abuse behind the scenes, have not
just earned him the respect of those affected,
but of advocates for justice beyond the TAS
community, many of whom have praised
Murray for TAS leading the way in this regard.
In many ways Murray was a very private
person in a very public role. With adults, he
often had no small talk but was an engaging
communicator; a man of substantial intellect
but who was not an intellectual.

To students, he was a Headmaster who, with
Joanne, hosted all Year 7 students in groups
for lunch to get to know them; something
they also did with the departing Year 12s,
keen to hear of their future plans. He studied
photographs at the start of every year to
ensure he could put a name to every student
and was able to add a personal comment into
every school report.
Just three days before his death, Murray and
Joanne worked until the early hours, serving
pasta to hungry paddlers at Wisemans Ferry,
the half-way mark of the gruelling overnight
111km Hawkesbury Canoe Classic. It was
an event he himself had paddled on eight
occasions, including with Joanne, Annelise
and Harry, often coming last ‘accidentally on
purpose’ so that no student was behind him.
Indeed, leading by example, he and Joanne
were last year among the inaugural recipients
of the Awesome Foursome award for those
who compete in 2km Coffs Ocean Swim, the
14km City to Surf, the 254km Tour de Rocks
cycle classic and the Hawkesbury – all in one
year.
Each year in his sermon at the Valedictory
chapel service, Murray would conclude with
a reading of Rudyard Kipling’s poem ‘If’. Its
conversational tone provided him with a
framework to simply convey to the departing
Year 12 students that, armed with what each
of them had learnt about themselves during
their journey through school, they were more
than equipped to move on. His message was
that the enduring human qualities of faith,
empathy, resilience, humility and courage
would be required to confront both success
and adversity in equal measure, and the hope
that the experience of being a TAS student
would never be taken for granted and that
embracing challenge at whatever level, would
always be a part of their lives.
Just as Murray’s enduring legacy is a dynamic
school with an exciting future, so too is the
personal impact he had on a generation of
boys and girls who received their education
under him.
(Chairman of the Board Sebastian Hempel;
Former Chairman and friend Andrew Murray;
TAS Deputy Headmaster and Cranbrook
teaching colleague Alan Jones; Tim Hughes)
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Vale Murray Guest

Top: Photos from the Memorial Service. Above left: At the
Commissioning of Murray Guest as the thirteenth Headmaster of
TAS are (l-r) Mr Brad Fenner (Deputy Headmaster), Murray Guest,
Mrs Elisabeth Beasley (Chair of TAS Council) and Bishop Peter
Chiswell. Right: Joanne and Murray at Cadet Dining In Night
2018; Below: Channelling Angus Young at a P&F fundraiser
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STUDENTS’
REFLECTIONS
All TAS students over the past 21 years
have their own memory of Murray Guest;
here is a selection of reflections read out
at the Memorial Service by Senior Prefect
Lily Neilson.
“At every Junior School Assembly,
accompanied by a small brown teddy bear
wearing a TAS bow tie, entertaining us with his
double act: “Well boys and girls, TAS Bear and
I have been chatting over teddy bear biscuits
and tea”.
“Seeing Mr Guest get dunked at every TAS Fete
ever, helping raise money for the P&F. And
watching the excitement on the faces of the
youngest kids seeing it for the very first time.”
“At 3am on the Hawkesbury pulling out a
packet of ciggies and turning around to light
one, only to see Mr Guest paddling right up
along side us. He didn’t have to say anything,
his face said it all.”
“The Year 7 lunches with Mr and Mrs Guest
were a rite of passage. I remember we all
borrowed our friends’ blazers and shined our
shoes trying to be as presentable as possible
at what we expected was going to be a very
formal lunch, only to be pleasantly surprised
by party pies, sausage rolls and cakes.”
“At a karaoke evening watching Mr Guest,
dressed as Angus Young, belt out a banging
version of AC/DC’s It’s a Long Way to the Top if
You Want to Rock & Roll.”
“At the 2014 GPS Head of the River, the 2nd
Four crew experienced a bolt snapping on
a rigger in the first 250m, ending our race.
Amidst our anguish it was Mr Guest’s words
afterwards that left an impact which has
driven me through life’s challenges since. He
commented not on what could have been, but
rather how proud he was of the five men that
slowly rowed the remaining 1750m to cross
the line with dignity, broken but not defeated,
and with drive to come back stronger the
following year.”
“I’ll never forget the lesson in handshakes that
Mr Guest gave us when we were in Year 10,
giving us examples with names such as ‘The
Limp Fish’ and ‘The Terminator’. At the time I
thought it was a bit lame, but that day I learnt
a skill that has been invaluable in making my
way in the world.”

“At every Assembly there was a musical item
which was particularly nerve-wracking for the
performers. Mr Guest always complimented
every one of us on the courage we had, which
was so important to me in keeping going with
my music at school, and beyond.”
“Mr Guest clearly understood a great
schooling experience is not about collecting
awards or medals, but developing character
in each individual to create a lasting sense of
self belief. It cannot be underestimated how
empowering this has been for the thousands
of students like me, he helped to grow into
their future selves.”

FROM THE

acting headmaster
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Life lessons a hallmark of our
125th anniversary year
In the 126 years of history for The Armidale School, confronting adversity has been
integral to our journey from 1894 until now. The staff, students and parents who
lived through each successive era also had to deal with not only the upheaval of
world events but the task of finding their own path through life as well. I say this
not to lessen the impact of events that have taken place as we approach the end of
our 126th year, but to highlight the fact that The Armidale School has endured. Our
recent lived experience of ongoing severe drought, an unprecedented and savage
bushfire season and the sudden and tragic loss of the Headmaster, have deeply
affected us all. Every day, his legacy permeates every area of the school and our
community, and we all owe him an enormous debt.
However, I have every faith in the strength of belief in all that The Armidale School
represents in of our lives. We will continue to endure and we will continue to sustain
each other. The very best qualities of the human character are forged in the toughest
of times and we never truly know who we are until we are tested.
It is fitting and proper that we gather together at Speech Day to celebrate the
accomplishments of our students and when we look back on the year just gone,
there is much to reflect on, both tangible and intangible. Much of this has been
reported on elsewhere – but what also highlights the great character of our school
are those fleeting moments that are rarely reported on, that often go unnoticed but
happen all the time. I am referring to that kind word of support from a staff member
to a student; the staff member who offers academic support to their students
outside the timetable; the senior student who turns up to assist at the training
session of a junior team and then continues to do so; the charm of being greeted by
students as you walk through the playground before school starts; observing a cadet
leader encouraging their young charges out in the bush; the application of academic
rigour in the classroom for its own sake, witnessing the beginnings of what may
become lifelong friendships and working with young people who see challenge as
an opportunity to grow and to be a part of something larger than themselves.
We will always be resolute in our purpose to provide opportunities and experiences
both inside and outside the classroom for our students to prepare them for life in a
complex world. To continue to help them understand that the values that we uphold
can be carried with them throughout their lives to assist them in pursuing their goals.
To continue to help them understand that all the very best things in life are often the
hardest to cultivate and need time to mature and prosper. That we will continue to
encourage them to never give up on each other and most importantly of all to never
give up on themselves. This year, and particularly this term, we have demonstrated
to our students what a strong community is capable of. To quote from the School
Lesson: "Now I know in part then I shall know fully, even as I am fully known. And
now these three remain - faith, hope and love, but the greatest of these is love".
At Speech Day the Chairman of the Board announced that Acting Headmaster and
former Deputy, Mr Alan Jones would be appointed Head of School for 2020 and
Mrs Seonia Wark, Deputy Head of School.

Speech Day Guest – Ms Tanya Ha
The power of passion, community and commitment to something
bigger than one’s self can enable people to do extraordinary things
against the odds, according to Ms Tanya Ha, guest at this year’s Speech
Day.

Ms Tanya Ha

Acknowledging the challenges faced by the school community, the
writer, environmentalist and former reporter for ABC TV’s Catalyst said life
often threw up unexpected opportunities, citing the example of Richard
Harris.
“He had a career in medicine and became an anaesthetist and in his
spare time his natural curiosity and love of adventure meant that he took
up diving and eventually cave diving and exploring – things that came
together in a way that would never have expected, leading the rescue of
a team of young footballers from caves in Thailand,” she said.
Ms Ha said despite the drought there was cause for optimism,
particularly when people come together and recognise what we all have
in common.
“We're at a time in Australia where we really need to embrace
relationships, embrace the diversity and do everything we can to
collaborate to bring our different minds and our different perspectives
to addressing the problems that we all share as a society,” she said.

Acting Headmaster Alan Jones with Tanya Ha prior to Speech Day

TAS student leaders hail from
far and wide
From Lightning Ridge and Bourke to Sawtell and Scone, the student
leadership team for 2020 was inducted at a special ceremony on 17
October.
Close to home, the Senior Prefects are Jack Nivison from Walcha and Lily
Neilson of Armidale, while the Deputy Senior Prefects are Jack Sewell
and Bronte Garcia, also both from Armidale.
They are supported by, as prefects, Lucy Ball (Armidale), Edward Bell
(Scone), Marcus Braham (Armidale), William Benham (Tamworth), Ellie
De Gunst (Inverell), April Johnson (Scone), Sam Jones (Curlewis), Oliver
Kearney (Coonabarabran), Alistair Le Surf (Armidale), Cotter Litchfield
(Armidale), Molly Northam (Scone), Rick Nutt (Guyra), James O’Brien
(Gunnedah), Sancia Ridgeway (Sawtell) and Bridie Ryan (Merriwa).
Other student leaders who are house captains and vice captains include
Rorie Chambers (Bundella), Megan Schmitt (Guyra), Harry Deshon
(Lightning Ridge), John Moore (Bourke), Lachlan Reiss-Wears (Toormina),
Henry Pitman (Moree) and Harry Ackling, Katie Allen, William Braham,
Sam Behrend, Darcy Heffernan, Chloe Vanderwolf (Armidale).

Headmaster Murray Guest with prefects (back row) James O’Brien, Edward
Bell, Oliver Kearney, Rick Nutt, Alistair Le Surf, Cotter Litchfield, (centre) William
Benham, Bridie Ryan, Molly Northam, Sam Jones, Lucy Ball, April Johnson,
Marcus Braham, (front) Ellie De Gunst, Jack Sewell, Jack Nivison, Lily Neilson,
Bronte Garcia and Sancia Ridgeway
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ACADEMIC

NEWS
Strong HSC results for TAS students
A quarter of TAS students achieved the highest band possible in 18
different subjects in this year’s Higher School Certificate, the best such
result in a decade.
Ten students achieved an Australian Tertiary Ranking above 90 while
between them, 22 students scored 36 Band 6s or equivalent. Dux of the
School is Henry O’Neil with an ATAR of 97.95 and Band 6s in Economics,
English Advanced, Mathematics Extension 2 and an E4 in Maths
Extension 1.
Next were Will Forsyth and Chloe Lawson who each achieved 96.45.
Will, a boarder from Moree, was one of five students who secured a
Band 6 in Drama (topping with a mark of 96) also achieving Band 6s in
English Advanced, Geography and Legal Studies. Chloe recorded Band
6s in English Advanced, Mathematics Extension 2 and an E4 in English
Extension 1. Seven other students achieved an ATAR above 90
There was solid success in a range of subjects:
* 100% Music Extension students achieved an E4 (Band 6 equivalent)
* All Drama students achieved either a Band 6 (more than half the class)
or a Band 5 (compared to 43 percent of NSW)
* A quarter of Agriculture students achieved a Band 6 (with 73 percent
achieving in the top two bands compared to the state average of 30
percent)

* In Visual Arts, all students were placed in the top two bands (compared
to 61 per cent of the state)
* The inaugural Textiles & Design class all achieved a Band 5
* Five students scored a Band 6 in English Advanced
A video drama created by Year 12 Drama student Stu Kang has been
short-listed for consideration for inclusion in Writers OnSTAGE
OnScreen at the Seymour Centre, as part of the OnSTAGE showcase of
the best HSC works from 2019. The film, ‘Eliza’, is a surprising 		
kidnapping thriller with a supernatural twist. This is exciting news for
Stu who has been accepted into Vancouver Film School, Vancouver, 		
Canada to commence his filmmaking studies in 2020. The recognition
comes alongside the three other OnSTAGE nominations the Drama 		
class received in Term 3.
Acting Headmaster Alan Jones described the results as particularly
pleasing.
“That the top bands were achieved by more students than ever, in
such a broad range of subjects, says much about the work ethic of the
students, the quality of their teachers and the choice of subjects on
offer,” he said. “Equally as pleasing are the results of students with Band 5
and above who have achieved beyond expectations. These results offer
just one pathway of course and we wish all of the students well as they
go and make their way in the world.”

Another year of outstanding HSC results for TAS!
Congratulations to the Class of 2019 on their wonderful achievements

Henry O’Neil
97.95
DUX

William Forsyth
96.45
Nominated for OnSTAGE

Emily Hempel
93.50

Academic
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Liam Smith
92.10

Chloe Lawson
96.45
Bond University
Excellence Scholarship

Kieran Dennis
91.80

Disa Smart
94.85
Selected for Bravissimo

Phebe Hunt
91.00

Harry Mason
93.55

Patrick Foster
90.75

Extracting liquid gold
It was sticky but sweet business for Mr Ball’s Year 10 Agriculture elective ‘Liquid
Gold’ which extracted honey from eight of the school’s 20-odd hives at the Trades
Training Centre on 19 November. The hives, located in the Moredun area west of
Ben Lomond, were packed with dark honey from mainly eucalyptus and shrub floral
sources, clover being non-existent in the current drought. First the wax was shaved
off the frames, then honey extracted from the frames and the wax by a centrifugal
separator, before then being stirred into a settling tank for bottling. With so little
honey being produced due to the seasonal conditions it was a unique opportunity
for the class and one the students didn’t let slip by their fingers! Around 40 litres of
honey was packaged and sold through Reception, selling out in just two days.

Geographers’ map success in
national competition

‘Chopstick Demon’ bowls over judges

Eight students - Hudson McAllister, Lily Etheridge, Georgia Donoghue,
Angus Wilson-Spillane, Jack van Roy, Alex Hall (all Year 10), Jaden Carroll
(Year 11) and William Forsyth (Year 12) - achieved High Distinctions in
this year’s Australian Geography Competition, in which 73,500 students
from 792 schools took part. Alex was in the top 0.25 percent of the
candidature and came within a whisker of representing Australia in
the International Geography Olympiad in Instanbul in 2020! Hudson
was in the top 2 percent and Lily and Jack in the top 3 percent. Alex
and Hudson also received High Distinctions in The Australian History
Competition (for Year 10 students).

Exploring the cultural sensitivity of leaving chopsticks in a bowl
of rice was the inspiration behind a short film made by Year 9/10
Japanese language students that has won the senior secondary
category of a national film competition.
The Video Matsuri film contest, an initiative of the Japan Foundation,
attracted entries from across Australia and New Zealand that this
year each had to include the featured item, being chopsticks. Lachlan
Hey, Luke Pasfield and Rowan Hey chose to concentrate on the
taboo of leaving chopsticks in a bowl of rice, a socially unacceptable
practice in Japan that is only permissible at funerals.
In their film ‘Chopstick Demon’ the first character does this and
releases a demon which kills him. The investigating police officer
then goes to a Holy man and learns that they only way the demon
can be destroyed is by squirting Holy Water over it - only to discover
that the liquid is lemonade.
The judges described the winning video as having “an interesting
twist of humour in the story, excellent acting, and interesting use of
editing skills to add a red tinge to the film to create a mysterious and
moody feel. The script was also well written and well delivered, and
some interesting camera angles were used”.

Alex Hall (front right) performed outstandingly well in the Australian
Geography Competition, alongside other High Distinction getters (l-r) Hudson
McAllister, Lily Etheridge, Georgia Donoghue, Jaden Carroll, Angus WilsonSpillane, Jack Van Roy and (absent) Will Forsyth
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Clever compositions contest Cash Cup
What to do with a milk crate, a dress, or a very large steak?
The inter-House creative arts competition for Cash Cup was held in
the last week of term, with each House performing a song, creating
a piece of drama, and producing a movie (that, in respect to the
School’s birthday year, had to incorporate ‘125’ somewhere).

Karen Baker, Lydie Taylor, Ruby Straker and Alex Donoghue help bring home
the bacon for Broughton in this year’s Cash Cup

It was the first co-curricular inter-house competition managed
by the 2020 House leaders and they were well supported by
enthusiastic student participation. In the first for a day house in
many years, the Cash Cup was won by Broughton.

Mountain Bikers take to the ‘Piney’
TAS Mountain Bikers achieved some great results at the annual UNE 12
Hours in the Piney competition on 9-10 November. On the first day of
competition TAS fielded eight junior teams of four riders including our
first all-girls team and a mixed team, which each rode in a four-hour
long event. It was a clean sweep for TAS on the podium, with the TAS
Year 8 team (Angus Goudge, Hugh Taylor, Louis Ross, Charlie McDouall)
being placed first, TAS Machines (Banjo Lawrence, Thomas Dundon,
Max Rogers, Will Ledingham, Year 7) coming second, and TAS W.A.Te.R
(Will Brett, Abbott White, Rourke Sharpe, all Year 7 and Ted Chick, Year 5)
rounding out in third. The senior category was a 12-hour race with half
on Saturday afternoon and the remaining six hours on Sunday morning,
ridden over a technical and hilly 11km track. There were two TAS teams
in the senior category, one of four Year 11 students and one of four Year
10s. The Year 10 team came out on top but were relegated third place
due to a technicality, with the Year 11 team taking out fourth. As if that
wasn’t enough, many went straight on to take part in Trek 125!
A week later Ted Chick and Toby Inglis competed at the NSW state
championships in Orange with Ted (11years) finishing in third place
in the under 13s category and Toby placing10th in the under 15s men,
despite just coming off crutches from a previous injury.
Andi Li was one of many young performers at the Term 4 Twilight Concert

Talent shines on starry night
Thirty two performances by students from Kindergarten to
Year 11 showcased their talents at this term’s Twilight Concert
in Memorial Hall. There was such diversity of instruments
and repertoire but what was the common theme was the
willingness and engagement of those performing and the
support of their teachers.
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Douglas Shield campaign off to strong start
Consistent batting down the line helped send the First XI into the
third round of the Douglas Shield competition, following a win over
Lindisfarne Anglican Grammar School at TAS on 20 November.
The hosts, who had a bye in the first round due to being runners
up against Orange’s Kinross Walaroi School in last season’s Shield
grand final, lost the toss and were sent in to bat. In three and a
quarter hours at the crease opener Toby Smith hit 120 including 17
fours, before being caught in the 45th over. Captain Cotter Litchfield
racked up 39 including a six and Zac Clarke hit two over the fence
before being trapped lbw for 37. TAS finished the innings with
7/257 after 50 overs.
Lindisfarne had a shaky start at the crease and were 2/9 in the
second over. Playing his first Douglas Shield match for TAS, Zac
Clarke was best of the bowlers for TAS with 3/45 and then Litchfield
with 3/36.
The visitors were 8/160 when thick smoke from bushfires rolled
in from the east threatening an early finish to the match, but not
before quick work left Lindisfarne all out for 181. TAS will next face
Carinya Christian School, Tamworth, early in 2020.
The Douglas Shield is a knockout competition run by the NSW
Country and City Schools Cricket Association which comprises all
Independent Secondary Schools in NSW other than the Sydney
GPS and CAS schools.
Zac Clarke (left) congratulates Toby Smith on making his century against Lindisfarne in the Douglas Shield match at TAS

Futsallers win inaugural trophy
A team of Year 9 girls took out the inaugural Armidale Secondary
Girls Futsal competition, organised by PLC during Term 4. Teams from
O’Connor Catholic College, ASC, TAS and PLC took part in the Tuesday
afternoon competition, helping them all build skills for the football
season ahead. Pictured are Chloe Garcia, Emma Benham, Casey Smith,
Isabel Newton, Lettie Kerr and Rosa Coady with the trophy.

State selection for hockey duo
Year 7 students Tom Ball and Lennox Neilson (pictured) have joined an
elite but growing number of TAS hockey players to be selected into
NSW state hockey teams. Tom and Lennox have been named in the
U13 NSW Stars and U13 NSW Lions indoor hockey teams respectively
after outstanding performances at the U13 NSW State indoor hockey
championships in Orange in early November. Tom, Lennox and Miller
Harwood (Year 6) were part of the Hockey New England team that came
third in division 1 in what was an outstanding result for a young team.
Tom and Lennox will now represent NSW at the Australian U13 Indoor
hockey championships in Wollongong.
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Students find joy at
St Christopher’s
The humility and reward of service for those less fortunate was a
profound experience for 23 Year 8 TAS students and staff who took part
in the 21st Christian Service trip to St Christopher’s Orphanage in Fiji
during the October holidays.
Working in small groups, the students cleaned the Orphanage church,
painted rails and balustrading within the home and built vegie garden
beds for the orphanage to use. During evenings there were prayers and
communal singing, with the highlight for most, being the time they
spent with their ‘buddies’, who ranged in age from four to 16 years.
“We found them very friendly and excited to meet us. Some were a
little shy to start with but by the end of our visit beautiful connections
had been made. They loved the outdoors, singing and dancing. All
the children in the home were so grateful for what they had at St
Christopher’s,” said Toby Inglis.
Together, the students and residents husked coconuts, swam in the
Suva town pool, learnt traditional Fijian dances and visited the New
Zealand High Commissioner’s house where they watched a dress
rehearsal for a fundraiser for a home for the boys from St Christopher’s
who currently have to leave the home when they are 12.
Top: Archie Curtis and his buddy Mark
Right: Sarskia Clark makes light work of a paintbrush

Unconditional love in action
The opportunity to assist those less fortunate than oneself was
warmly embraced by 15 students and five staff from TAS and PLC
who took part in this year’s Thailand Christian service trip at Chiang
Mai, during the September/October holidays.
Students were allocated into groups for daily physical service which
was divided two fold: in the mornings at the McKean Rehabilitation
Centre for Leprosy survivors and in the afternoons at Agape
Home for HIV Orphans. At McKean this involved gardening and
at Agape, concreting and construction work on one of the new
accommodation buildings, before playing with the young residents
and exploring sights such as the night markets. Other experiences
included taking out the children to a local restaurant, attending an
international church and visiting a local waterfall.
"The spirit of the home lived up to its name, a Greek word for
unconditional love," said April Draney.

Students lay concrete at Agape Home for HIV Orphans, Chiang Mai, Thailand
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Taste of India for students at Round
Square International Conference
The colour, smells, tastes and sights of one of the most ethnically,
culturally, geographically and socially intriguing countries on the planet
was in order for five students and two staff who were delegates to the
Round Square International Conference during the September-October
holidays.
The adventure for Bronte Garcia, Ramona Nedianu, Jack Nivison, Sancia
Ridgeway and Riley Simmons started at Dehradun in northern India
where the delegation joined around 90 others for the pre-conference
tour. Service work locally was followed by white water rafting on the
Ganges and visiting an Ashram near Mussoorie, then overnight train
travel to Agra to view monuments including the Taj Mahal and Agra Fort.
Hosted by Emerald Heights International School, Indore, the conference
itself was the first time for many years students from all Round Square
schools were represented. The 1500 student delegates were enthralled
by a number of keynote speakers including Nobel Peace Prize winner
Kailash Satyarthi, Indian politician Shashi Tharoor and monk Swami G.
Among the nightly cultural performances was a dance choreographed
by Sancia, a young Gumbaynggirr woman, involving around 25 girls
from Australian Round Square schools, that depicted native animals and
women’s business such as gathering bush tucker, hunting pippis and
weaving.
“Round Square Conferences can easily be recollected in terms of the
events that took place, the places that were visited and the time in
which it occurred. What can’t be so easily told is the incredible impact
it has on the individual, and more specifically the connections made
between individuals,” said Jack.

Mrs Anna Barnier, Riley Simmons, Sancia Ridgeway,
Bronte Garcia, Jack Nivison, Mr Andrew O’Connell and
Ramona Nedianu take in the sights of India during the
Round Square International Conference

Above: Mr Andrew O’Connell, Ramona Nedianu, Sancia Ridgeway,
Bronte Garcia, Riley Simmons and Jack Nivison at the iconic Taj Mahal
at Agra

Exchange to TAS a family affair
Among the 11 incoming exchange students in 2019 was one whose
family is well familiar with TAS – Liam Sampson (Year 10 Croft) from
Woodridge College South Africa, who followed in the footsteps
of his brothers Kai (2015) and Luca (2017). Liam, pictured with the
Headmaster, said highlights of his time at TAS in Term 3 were playing
water polo, rugby and cadets. “Even though my brothers had been to
TAS I came with an open mind. The experience of exchange has made
me more confident and comfortable in different company – it’s forced
me to go up and speak to people and helped with my self-expression.
I’ve just grown so much from the experience - all of it was great and I’d
recommend it to anyone.”
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Paddlers take on the
mighty Hawkesbury
They finished in the dark 12 hours after
they started - and for Jack Van Roy there
was also the satisfaction that he hadn’t
let the family down in this year’s 111km
Hawkesbury Canoe Classic.
Paddling with his father Peter, Jack (Year
10) was the first TAS student to cross the
line in the iconic event, just as his sister
Hannah had been with their father in 2017.

The pair recorded a time of 12 hours and
eight seconds, ahead of three other father/
child combinations: Lily Neilson, the
first TAS girl and second student home,
paddling with her father Scott; Archie and
Duncan McDonald, and Ben and David
Rowe. Next in were teacher Todd Currell
and parent Jeremy Jones, before the first all
student team of Hamish Pearce and Archie
Chick.
Unlike other years, it was a moonless night,
making it harder to navigate.

Twenty two TAS paddlers finished this
year’s event, with illness forcing a handful
of withdrawals.
Despite having not been in a kayak since
last year’s event, Jack Sewell rose to the
challenge and partnered Ellie De Gunst
after her co-paddler was unable to start the
race due to illness.
Race veterans, Mr and Mrs Guest were out
of the boat this year, instead serving pasta
to the paddlers at the halfway mark at
Wisemans Ferry until well after midnight.

Henry Mitchell and Archi Lawrence set off

New heights for Triple Crown
The Triple Crown exploded in 2019 with a massive surge of interest
across all four events, from students Year 6 and up. The first was
the 2km Coffs Harbour Ocean Swim with TAS sending down 100
students, five staff and six parents for the annual fixture. The Tour
de Rocks (a bike ride covering 268km from Armidale to South West
Rocks over three days) was the next event, with 34 students and
15 parents/staff cycling their way to the coast, all in aid of cancer
research.
TAS participation was at a record in this year’s City2Surf, with the
focus on supporting injured former Wallaby and Old Armidalian
Richard Tombs (OA 85) and his charity, ‘Guns out for Tombsy’. The
TAS team was made up of more than 240 being students, a dozen
of whom took turns in pushing Richard the 14kms to Bondi.
This year’s 111km overnight Hawkesbury Canoe Classic attracted
18 students and six parents/staff, supported by land crew
including Mr and Mrs Guest who served pasta until well into the
early hours of the morning at Wiseman’s Ferry.
The one-off Trek 125, in celebration of the School’s 125th
anniversary, was also included in the Triple Crown. Over three days
132 students and 21 parents/staff cycled and trekked in some very
tough conditions but participants were undaunted. In all 55 Gold
Triple Crowns (three of the five legs), 22 Awesome Foursomes (four
events) and three Fabulous Fives (Jack Sewell, Hamish Pearce and
Archi Lawrence) were awarded – a testament to courage, tenacity
and school spirit.

Leadership, Service, Adventure
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Student voice heard at Youth of the Year
Lucy Ball and Jack Nivison were strong ambassadors for TAS in this
year’s Lions Youth of the Year Quest which culminated in the public
speaking component at a dinner at Armidale Bowling Club on 6
November. The seven contestants were given two impromptu topics
(‘Age before beauty’ and ‘Which world leader, past or present, would
you like to spend 30 minutes with and why?’) and also presented a
five minute prepared speech. Lucy tackled the dearth of constructive
engagement with the drought, while Jack reflected on the power of
fiction to portray a diversity of truths. It was a close competition with
judges taking more than half an hour to come to a decision. While
neither Lucy or Jack will go on to the next level, their engaging,
intelligent and confident deliveries were a great credit to themselves
and their School.

STUDENTS INSPIRED AND CHALLENGED BY

Kokoda trek

Courage, endurance, mateship, sacrifice. The words are carved into four
black granite pillars that form the Isavuru Memorial to Australian and
Papua New Guineans who served and died on the Kokoda Track in 1942,
but they also reflected the personal stories of 11 students, five parents
and two staff from TAS who tackled the iconic challenge during the
September/October holidays.
Conditions were wet and slippery, with clear mornings succumbing
to rain every afternoon and evening, making trekking and sleeping
conditions highly challenging. Each morning trekkers were woken at
5am by their guides reading a poem relevant to the war history of their
locality, with the positions taken by the Australians and the Japanese
noted en-route, tribute being paid to those who had lost their lives.

“It got tough when we had to walk up a hill then walk straight back
down the other side in the pouring rain. For me the most challenging
part was walking up Imita Ridge which rises four hundred metres in
just the first two kilometres. This was the biggest climb of the whole
trek, and we did it on the second last day, so everyone was starting to
get very tired at that point,” said Alexandra Reed, who at 15 was the
youngest in the group.

“It was incredibly rewarding reflecting
on what we had done every day, and the
conditions that the soldiers were under.”
It was the seventh Kokoda expedition run by TAS.

TAS Students Darcy Heffernan, Rick Nutt, Tom Younghusband, Tom Scifleet, Finlay Lambeth, Hamish Pearce, Sam Coombes, Isaiah Ruming, Matt Davis(not
TAS), Matisse McDonald and Alexandra Reed at the end of their trek
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week
ACTIVITIES

At work on the El Dorado fire near Kingstown

Varied offering during
Activities Week
For the first time in living memory Bivouac and Annual Camp had to be
cancelled due to bushfires and smoke – with Nymboida Canoe Centre
itself partly succumbing to the flames. As a result there was substantial
change to Activities Week, with Years 6-10 based at TAS. Years 6-9
undertook a range of outdoor, service, cultural and recreational activities
including canoeing, drum-making, tree planting, cooking for BlazeAid
volunteers, helping Meals on Wheels, ten-pin bowling and entertaining
residents at two nursing homes.
Year 10 rotated through ‘life skills’ workshops as varied as; learning knots,
personal budgeting, handshakes, job interview preparation and dining
etiquette, cooking, timberwork, embroidery and making lick blocks for
cattle (which were given to families on Speech Day). Joining the Surf Life
Savers at Sawtell – where it was business as usual – cadet leaders and
Expeditioners completed community service work included painting
and sandbagging.

TAS rural fire fighters on return from duty

Meanwhile freshly minted rural fire fighters made an important
contribution to the region’s bushfire effort, working up to 14 hours a
day to assist local brigades with backburning to set a containment line
along the northern break of the El Dorado fire near Kingstown.

Expeditions students packed hundreds of sandbags at Sawtell

Leadership, Service, Adventure
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Making a gingerbread house was part of the fun for Year 6

LaserTag was a great attraction for Year 6

Eryn Benham, Bethan Palfreyman, Alice Bourne, James Collum, Olivia
Macfarlane and Daniel Smith (all Year 7) cooked lasagnes for BlazeAid volunteers

Chloe Vanderwolf, Angela Blackie, Patrick Brennan, Rick Nutt and Aiden
Rogers-Ellis on painting duties at Sawtell SLSC

Year 9 students Grace Pennington, Casey Smith, Alex Reed and Emily
Palfreyman weed a tree plot along the creeklands
Sawtell surf life

Year 10 students show off their woodwork skills

Mr Will Caldwell teaches Isabella Gooch and
Rohan Lawrence a bow line
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Toby Hall and Jennifer Ilott
make a cattle lick block
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JUNIOR SCHOOL

Fantastic Fathering
A DADS AND KIDS AFFAIR

Making paper planes and eating pizza doesn’t sound like rocket science,
but the importance of a father-figure and a young child spending
quality time together is part of a new wellbeing initiative in Junior
School that kicked off on 24 October. Linking with the not-for-profit The
Fathering Project, the initiative aims to positively promote the important
role of fathers and father-figures, through a handful of events. The first
of these was a ‘dads and kids’ event when around 50 men and their
children came together to make (and fly!) paper planes and eat pizzas.
Similar events will be held in 2020 including some ‘dads only’ nights
where men shared their thoughts about what it means to be a father,
share the highs and lows of this most important role, and encourage
each other along the way.

Tri-ing hard at Bike Day

The annual Junior School Bike Day and Triathlon on 24 October
was once again a really fun day for boys and girls from the littlest in
Transition to Year 5. During the morning in sessions delivered by Mr
Pennington and students from Years 9 and 10, the children were
given opportunities to enhance their riding skills through a variety of
obstacles, fine-tuned their braking skills and discussed road and bike
safety during the day. Many older Junior School students were able to
test their skills on the solar powered bicycles during the ‘Beat the Boss’
session with Mr Mark Bullen from Armidale Bicycle. This is always a
highlight of the day!
In the afternoon the annual Triathlon was held, with students
competing in both team and individual categories. There was terrific
teamwork, endurance and persistence on show as students put
themselves through the paces of swimming in the TAS pool and riding
and running on a course on adjacent Wakefield. Just as important was
the support and encouragement from students and parents throughout
the afternoon. The day culminated in the awarding of certificates to
placegetters, and the presentation of the Sarah Heagney Memorial
Trophy (for the fastest Year 5 Girl and Boy) to Charlie Ward and Ted Chick.

Fathers, father figures and Junior School students enjoyed spending time
together over paper planes and pizza at the first Fathering Project event held
at TAS

Junior School
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Senior Students Sophe McRae and Piyumi Ekanakaye give encouragement
and support to Year 3 student Rhidima Das at the annual Bike and Triathlon
Day

Marvellous
Madagascar!
The story of four animals who escape
from New York’s Central Park Zoo and
end up on the island of Madagascar burst
onto the stage of the Hoskins Centre in
November. This year’s Junior School Musical
lived up to the expectation set by its
predecessors, with extraordinary costumes,
wonderful choreography and enthusiastic
participation by all students from Transition
to Year 5. Directed by Mrs Leasa Cleaver
and assisted by Junior School teachers,
the musical allowed those attracted
to the spotlight to shine and the less
theatrical to try something different and
appreciate being part of something bigger
than themselves. It was also a wonderful
community success, with many parents
and staff members giving up their time to
build sets and sew costumes at a string of
weekend working bees.
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Trek 125 epitomised character
An adventure event initially conceived to celebrate the School's 125th anniversary turned into something so much more, not just a
part of the Triple Crown but in recognition of a Headmaster for whom no challenge was insurmountable, for whom being uncomfortable
made you stronger and that education could never be limited to the classroom.
On 10 November, just a week after Mr Guest’s memorial service, a peloton of 127 students and 20 adults, supported by a dozen staff and
students undertaking their Duke of Edinburgh Award, set off for the three-day event. Day 1 was the toughest, with westerly winds, steep
uphill gravel roads and the regular aroma of roadkill a feature. After a welcome lunch at Bald Blair Station, kindly hosted by TAS parents Sam
and Kirsty White, riders braced the headwind to Black Mountain village, the nightlock being provided by parents Marty Inglis and Teesh
Wright. The sky was clear as a bell the next day when a 36km cycle bookended a Remembrance Day service at 11am and a 10km return
hike to the summit of Mt Duval. Parents Andrew and Sarah Carruthers provided the second nightlock at their property
‘Claremont’ before the riders wrapped up the next day with a 26km ride back to Armidale, the distance truncated due to
extreme weather conditions.
The event, a truly extraordinary display of grit and spirit, would not have happened without the vision, drive and
organisation of Coordinator of Challenge and Service Mr Jim Pennington and the parents and staff who helped enable it.

Top: Cyclists gathered for a group photo after the completion of Trek 125
Above: Millie Coupland (Year 6) and Georgia White (Year 7) were among the
youngest participants

Foundation
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Sulman's vision restored
The magnificently restored Dining Hall was the focus of celebration on
4 December at the TAS Foundation’s 125th dinner. It was an honour to
have attending, as special guest, Old Armidalian and benefactor Mike
Hoskins (71-72) who travelled from the United States for the occasion.
Mike was the major donor to the restoration program, funding new a
lighting and audio system. Other work included stunning new tables
and chairs, re-staining the magnificent barrel ceiling, lowering the
stage to the height designed by Sir John Sulman and cleaning and
conservation work of the Headmasters’ portraits. The event was also
used to officially launch the Murray Guest Scholarship.

Sally MacDougall, Foundation President John Grant, Sandra Grant

The event’s organisers Pip Warrick, Cressida Mort, Fiona Nash

Chris Brennan (82-87), Richard Newton, Sonya Newton, Bishop Rick Lewers,
Janene Lewers

Below: Mike Hoskins (71-72) and Peter Cousens (69-73)

Allister Rodgers (77-79) compered the evening
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Congratulations
Flying high is Heath Whibley (15-18) after winning the freestyle
championships at the 2019 Australian Drone Nationals in Canberra in
October. Competitors fly their drones using first person view (FPV), the
operator wearing goggles to view live video and navigating the drone
accordingly. The flight is judged on continuity and flow, technicality
and difficulty, variety, style and originality, control and smoothness.
After crashing his main drone and surviving technical difficulties, Heath
made it through to the final, ultimately defeating the FPV drone racing
world champion and pocketing $1000 for his efforts. When not flying his
drone, Heath is studying Agribusiness at UNE.

Round ‘n’ about
So many Old Armidalians have been fighting fires to protect their own
property or that of others, but woodwork artist Ian Watson (68-72) not
only lost his home of 30 years and workshops in the Nana Glen bushfire
but also his livelihood with the incineration of tonnes of special timber
he had collected over the last 30 years. Ian’s neighbour Sam Smith (7983) has put the call out for anyone who can, to help Ian rebuild his life by
donating to the cause. Please click on the link below if you can help.
https://www.gofundme.com/f/artists-home-lost-in-nana-glenbushfire?utm_source=customer&utm_medium=email&utm_
campaign=p_cp+share-sheet
After 16 years of service to Radford College in Canberra, most recently
as Senior Chaplain, Father Richard Browning (81-86) started work
in December as Director of Mission for Anglican Schools at Anglican
Schools Office in Brisbane.
Ben Mingay (92-95) has had a very busy, and varied, couple of years.
Having been in Sweeney Todd with the West Australian Opera, he
recently appeared on TV as the bogan Uncle Jim in the ABC/Sky UK
comedy series Frayed about a woman from Newcastle who has to return
to her hometown (and Ben’s in real life), after her affluential London
life and personae collapse around her. His commercial for Toyota as an
excitable ‘project manager’ who loves his Hilux ute continues to be on
high rotation, whilst off the big screen he has had the title role in Shrek
The Musical which opens in January at Sydney’s Lyric Theatre before
moving on to Melbourne and Brisbane. After that, it’s series 2 of Frayed
and perhaps Sweeney Todd again, in Adelaide. Who said there was never
any work for an actor?
Dr Daniel Rankmore (00-02) is a general practitioner at both Barton
Lane Practice in Tamworth and Gunnedah Hospital, with a special
interest in child and adolescent health, and emergency and acute
care. He spends time away from work with his wife and four young
children, is involved at St John’s Anglican Church in Tamworth and
enjoys gardening, woodworking and dabbling in photography. Younger
brother Matthew (15-16) is currently a resident duty staff member in
White House.

Also in the winners circle in October was Harley Payne (77-82) who
with two fellow Armidale men are a syndicate that owns a share in the
racehorse Yes Yes Yes. The three year old colt took out the Everest at
Randwick, billed as the riches turf race in the world, taking home a cool
$4.8 million for its various owners.
Specialist Plastic & Reconstructive Surgeon Dr Theo Birch (91-97) was
in the news recently after he and another surgeon successfully attached
a man’s hand after it was severed by a meat slicer in a factory accident
in August. Theo and fellow surgeon Andrew Hadj used two operating
theatres at the Mater Private Hospital to complete the seven-hour
procedure.

Condolences
We have just learnt of the death of Thomas Henry Anderson (37-45)
on 19 August 2018. Thomas’ daughter Karen married Tim Wright (6470) and his son Bill attended TAS from (69-70), as did for a period his
grandson Toby Anderson (97-99).
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David Wu (04-17) is studying his second year of a degree in Computer
Science at the University of NSW, Sydney and has a part time job
working in sales and service at the Optus Store on George Street.
A self-described “motley group” of OAs chewed the fat and reminisced
about the good old days at a lunch in Crows Nest on 3 December.
Pictured are, left to right, Paddy Flower (62-63), Martin Tauber (60-61),
Bruce McWilliam (58-61), Tim Radford (58-61), Peter Kemp (58-61)
and John McIntyre (62-67).

Two days later, a crew from 1963-64 held their annual ‘long lunch’ at
Kirribilli Club! Pictured left to right: Richard Hall (60-63), Paddy Flower
(62-63), Geoff Quayle (63-64), Michael Webb (61-63), Greg Biddle
(60-65), Bob Crossman (58-64), Michael Pilcher (60-65), Michael
Smith (59-63), Bob Talbot (58-61), John Dickson (58-61) and Ian
Hutchinson (59-63)

Jonathon Peatfield (97-02) left social agency Batyr in 2019 and
is now the CEO of Life Education NSW. Perhaps best known for its
giraffe mascot Healthy Harold, Life Education was founded in 1979 by
Rev Ted Noffs of the Wayside Chapel and each year engages tens of
thousands of young people with its mobile learning centres, sharing
programs on nutrition, healthy lifestyles, bullying and respectful
relationships.

Adelaide OA Dinner

Robert Oppenheimer (03-08, Senior Prefect 08) has passed his
DPhil in Synthetic Biology at the University of Oxford where he
received a scholarship from St Catherine's College. His thesis was titled
‘Artificial Programmable Polymerases’ and focused on the design and
construction of nanotechnology using DNA as a building material. In
Oxford he enjoyed winning blades with the Wolfson College Junior
Men's Rowing team and hosting public debates on controversial
topics such as human gene editing. He is currently Head of Research
and Development with a new London-based biotechnology startup
called FabricNano. Robbie married Stephanie Bennett in April 2018 at
Murwillumbah NSW with his brother Joe Oppenheimer (99-04) as
best man and cousins Angus Murray (93-00), Ross Murray (98-06),
Hamish Barnet (00-08) and friends Alex Barwick (03-08), Jarrod
Hore (03-08) and Charles Cull (02-07) also attending the wedding. The
couple were delighted to welcome a son, August Oppenheimer, born
February 2019. Congratulations Robbie on so many fronts!

Old Armidalians from across four decades and their partners attended
an Adelaide OA dinner at Prince Alfred College on 22 November, hosted
by the college’s Headmaster Bradley Fenner (TAS Deputy Headmaster
97-98). Organiser Rob Busby (63-68) kindly prepared extensive
biographical notes, details of which include: Doug Seton (43-44):
former apiarist, keen historian and volunteers at the Museum of South
Australia. Dr Rolf Prager (47-50): former Professor of Chemistry at both
the University of Adelaide and Flinders University. Angus Kennedy (56):
held management roles with two wine companies and in retirement has
completed three novellas. Julian Grenfell (82-87) has been the Legal
Counsel at Adelaide Brighton Ltd since 2006, having previously worked
in law firms in Sydney and Japan. Continuing a distinguished career in
education Tim Browning (83-88, and brother of Fr Richard mentioned
earlier in OA Notes), is Headmaster at fellow Adelaide boys’ school St
Peter’s College. Apologies were received from Dr Bob McRitchie (5158), Peter McGlynn (54-57), Fr Peter Bramsen (55-57), Rick Nicholls
(56-60), Bill Muirhead AM (58-60), currently SA’s Agent-General
in London, Graham Gill (79-84) and Will Shields (86-88) who was
recently appointed Winemaker at Sevenhill Wines, Clare.

Pictured are, from left: Angus Kennedy, Gloria Kennedy, Sally Inchbold-Busby,
Margaret Prager, Rolf Prager, Rob Busby presenting a TAS 125th anniversary tie
to Brad Fenner, Christine Grenfell, Julian Grenfell, Mara Seton, Doug Seton and
Tim Browning. It was the fourth time the Fenners have entertained OA groups;
once in Auckland as Headmaster of King’s College and now thrice in Adelaide.
The School is grateful to Brad and Barbara (who took the photograph) for their
ongoing support of TAS in this way
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An unusual gift to the Archives
While visiting a house for sale at Palm Beach in Sydney, David Uther
OAM (51-58) was surprised to see a most unusual item of interest – a
firescreen with the TAS crest! Measuring around 830mm x 550mm, the
screen, pictured right, is made of timber with the crest, moulded and
painted on upholstered leather. So taken by it, David made inquiries
and secured the the screen from the estate of a Mr Laurie Seaman – an
Old Cranbrookian whose widow Liz (nee Cox) just happened to be a
contemporary of David’s, at NEGS. Mrs Seaman has no idea how the
screen came into the family of her husband, with no immediate TAS
connection. David has kindly donated the screen to TAS where it now
graces the Lower Maxwell Room – but we would be keen to know any
more information. A guesstimate is that it dates from the 1910s-1920s.
Thanks to David for this most unusual donation. Can anyone shed some
light onto this most unusual piece of School memorabilia?

Director of Co-curricular Will Caldwell chats with Pam and David Uther (51-58)
before the Foundation’s 125 Dinner

Reunion Weekend 2020

SAVE THE DATE - AND SEEKING REUNION ORGANISERS!

If your year group graduated from TAS in a year ending in 0 – or 5 –
it’s your turn to shine at Reunion Weekend!
Set aside Friday 31 July – Sunday 2 August for three days of renewing
friendships, reliving memories, and seeing how much TAS has
changed. The date coincides with the last home game for the TAS
First XV in the GPS Third Grade rugby competition, against The
King’s School. There will also be competitions of the mind and body
between OAs and the School in shooting, tennis, chess, debating,
football (tbc) and hockey (tbc).
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In addition to the usual decade reunions and in response to requests,
the OAU is encouraging OAs to get together at TAS for a ‘half-decade’
– in an increasingly busy world it’s important to connect more often,
and ten years can be a long time between drinks!
The Union Dinner in the Dining Hall on Saturday night will be the
venue for reunion dinners for 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65 and 65+ reunions,
with 35 years and below, at locations down town. However we need
volunteers to rally the troops… so if you are happy to assist, please
email Emily Griffiths at TAS on egriffit@as.edu.au or Tim Hughes, OAU
Hon Sec, thughes@as.edu.au

